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Abstract. Evaluation of the rolling resistance of car tires is now often
performed on drum stands like car tests. This necessitates the study of the
mechanics of interaction between the wheel and the drum in order to
determine its force and kinematic characteristics, including the values and
points of application of tangential and normal forces in contact with the
drum. These problems can be solved taking into account that the mechanics
of elastic wheel rolling on a drum is the same as when rolling on a flat rigid
support surface. In this paper, from consideration of the mechanics of
interaction between an elastic wheel and a drum, using the equations of
power balance and force equilibrium of the wheel, the equations for
determining the point of normal reaction in contact and its arm relative to
the wheel axis during its rolling along one and two drums have been
derived.. These dependencies have a simple form and can be applied when
considering the rolling of both a single wheel and the car as a whole on a
drum stand.

1 Introduction
When testing tires on a drum test stand, as well as cars, one should take into account the
change in rolling conditions of the wheels [1 – 8] compared to rolling on a flat surface. This
necessitates the study of the mechanics of interaction between the wheel and the drum in
order to determine its force and kinematic characteristics, including the values and points of
application of tangential and normal forces in contact with the drum.
These problems can be solved taking into account that the mechanics of elastic wheel
rolling on a drum is the same as when rolling on a flat rigid support surface [9 – 19].
As we know, the normal reaction between the wheel and the supporting surface, on which
the wheel rolls, is displaced relative to the axis of the wheel [9 – 15].
According to V.I. Novopolsky [9], the vertical reaction drift relative to the physical axis
and the rolling resistance arm are not identical quantities. Moreover, the drift, as noted by
E.A. Chudakov [10] and N.I. Glagolev [11], can have negative values for the braking wheel
rolling, which would lead to absurdity.
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V.A. Petrushov [12] proposed to consider the vertical reaction displacement as consisting
of two components – the component b H of the normal reaction displacement, resulting from
rolling resistance losses due to hysteresis in the tire material, and the component b F , resulting
from tire deformations due to horizontal force.
In the works of R.V. Virabov [13, 14] expressions are derived to determine the
components of the displacement of the normal base reaction. For the driving wheel the
normal base reaction is displaced relative to the middle of the contact line by an arm equal to
the sum b F + b H (both arms b F and b H have the same sign in this case), for the braking wheel
– the difference of these values (the component b F is negative).
Other researchers hold a similar point of view [15, 16].
In the case of interaction between a wheel and a rigid drum, as in the case of rolling on a
flat support surface, there is a redistribution of normal pressures along the contact area and,
as a consequence, a shift of the application point of the normal reaction of the drum relative
to the center of the wheel (Fig. 1).
In [20, 21, 22] equations were derived to calculate the magnitude of the tangential force
arising in the contact of the wheel with the drum, the relative loss (slippage) of wheel speed,
the power of friction losses in the contact and hysteresis in the wheel material, as well as the
rolling resistance factor of the driven wheel. At the same time, the question of the point of
application of the normal force in contact with the drum and, accordingly, the arm of this
force relative to the wheel axis (Fig.1) was not addressed. These values are necessary, in
particular, when considering the rolling of cars during tests on drum stands. Partially, with
respect to the tangential reaction, this problem was solved in [22].
Let's consider how we can determine the point of the normal force application in the
contact and its arm relative to the wheel axis, considering the joint use of the equations of
force equilibrium and power balance of the wheel.

2 Theory
According to Fig. 1, the point of application of the normal reaction between the wheel and
the drum, defined by the displacement from the middle of the contact area, is found as:
xFn

(arc sin

hn
)rd ;
rp  rd

(1)

where h n is the arm of the normal reaction of the drum relative to the center of the wheel;
r G – the drum radius, r d – distance from the wheel axis to the drum along the center line  d
.
To determine the arm h n we will use the joint solution of the equations of force
equilibrium and power balance of the wheel for different rolling modes – driving, braking
and driven one.
2.1 Driving wheel rolling mode (Fig.1).
The equations of force equilibrium and power balance of the driving wheel are, respectively,
of the form:
M
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Here   is the torque applied to the wheel, F W and h W re the tangential force in the contact
and its arm relative to the wheel axis,  fr –the power of friction losses in the contact,  d – the
power dissipated from the drum.
Taking into account that power of losses on friction in contact is defined [13, 14, 17 – 22]
according to dependence  fr. =F t [V=Ft[Zdrd (here [ is the slippage (relative wheel speed
loss)), and power, carried away from the drum is equal tod dZd, where d=Ftrd – the
torque on the drum, from equation (3) after transformation we get:

Ft

Mk
or M k
r

Ft r .

(4)

Fig 1. Normal force Fn and tangential force Ft in the wheel – drum contact and their arms relative to
the drum axis.

Substituting the last expression in (2), which connects Mk and Ft, and considering that Ft

| FW, we get the following:

hn

Ft
(r  hW )
Fn

(5)

In the limiting case, when the tangential force in the contact is equal to the limiting force
on adhesion, that is Ft = PFn (whereP is he coefficient of sliding friction in the contact),
hnlim.

P (r  hWlim. )

P (r  rd )

PW0 ,

(6)

where r is the outside wheel radius, W0 – wheel deflection along the line dK between
the axles.
From formula (5) it follows that as the traction force decreases, the arm of the normal
base reaction relative to the center of the wheel decreases, since the decrease in Ft occurs
faster than the growth of the difference r – hW due to an increase in the arm hW.
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2.2 Braking rolling mode.
For this case, the equations of force equilibrium and power balance are as follows:
Ft ht M  h F ,
Ft rd  fr .  

wd M d

 .

(7)
(8)

In these equations, the tangential force FW and the relative velocity difference [ (slippage),
included in the expression for fr, are taken modulo.
After transformations similar to those in the previous case above, we have:
MT
or M T
r

Ft

Ft r .

(9)

Then
hn

Ft
(r  hW ) .
Fn

(10)

Like for the driving wheel, the limiting arm of the normal reaction of the drum relative to
the center of the wheel takes place when the maximum tangential force Ft=PFn is realized
and is equal to the value
hnlim=PW0

(11)

Under understanding the positive torque on the wheel as the leading torque and the
negative torque as the braking torque, we will present expressions (4) and (9) in general form:
Ft=M/r or M=Ftr

(12)

Similarly, the expression for the arm of the normal reaction of the drum relative to the
center of the wheel can be represented by a general formula if we consider the tangential
force acting in the contact of the driving wheel with the drum to be positive, and for the
braking wheel – to be negative:
hn=(r-hW)Ft/Fn

(13)

2.3 Driven rolling mode.
The rolling resistance of the driven wheel on a flat rigid support surface is determined mainly
by hysteresis losses in the tire material.
Similar to rolling a wheel on a flat support surface, the displacementh0of the normal drum
reaction due to hysteresis, when rolling on a rigid drum, occurs in the rolling direction of the
wheel.
For the driven wheel, the equation of equilibrium is written as:

FW 0 hW 0
4

Fn (h0  hn0 ) ,

(14)
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where hn0 is the arm of the normal reaction of the drum, due to the realization in the
contact of the tangential force FW 0 , caused by the presence of hysteresis in the wheel material;

hW 0 – the arm of the tangential force FW 0 . Since the value FW 0 is insignificant, we can
approximately accept xFW | a / 3 [22], which corresponds to
0

rp  rd cos(

hW 0

a
)  rd ,
3rd

(15)

Substituting into (14) hn=hn0 according to formula (10), after transformation we have:

FW 0

Fn

h0
.
r

(16)

Using the last expression and formula (10), we find the arm of the normal reaction of the
drum, which is due to the realization in the contact of the tangential force FW, caused by the
presence of hysteresis in the wheel material:

hn0

 FW 0
Fn

 Fn h0
(r  hW 0 )
Fn r

(r  hW 0 )

h0 (

hW 0
r

 1) .

(17)

As a result, the total arm of the normal reaction of the drum for the driven rolling mode
will be:
hW
hW
h0  hn0 h0  h0 ( 0  1) h0 0 .
(18)
r
r
Since the product Fnh0 is the torque H from hysteresis in the wheel material, by
determining the torque H, we can find the value of the arm h0 H / Fn.
The torque from the hysteresis in the tire material can be represented as [20 – 21]:

PH

MH

ZK

3
r
E H D Fn (1  ) .
16
rd

(19)

Then the shift arm of the normal reaction of the drum will be equal to:

h0

MH
Fn

3
r
E H D (1  ) .
16
rd

(20)

In works [20 – 22] it is presented that the shift arm of the normal reaction when the wheel
rolls on a flat rigid support surface is equal to

b0 3E H D pl /16
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where f0 is the rolling resistance coefficient of the driven wheel on the plane.
Taking this into account, expression (20) will look like:

h0

§
r
f 0 r ¨1 
¨ r
p
©

· a
¸¸ pl .
¹a

(21)

Here pl is half-length of wheel contact with a flat rigid support surface at the same normal
load Fn.
According to the last formula, the shoulder of the normal reaction between the wheel and
the drum, as well as the rolling resistance of the wheel on the drum, increases by  (1 +


)  times compared to the rolling of the wheel on a flat rigid supporting surface.
 

Let us consider the case when an elastic wheel rolls on two support drums (Fig.2). In
particular, this is how the wheels of a car are installed during the running-in tests on drum
stands.

Fig. 2. Normal force Fn and tangential force Ft in contact of the wheel with the two drums and their
arms relative to the axes of the drums.

   c  sthe distance between the center of the wheel and the centers of
the left and right drums, respectively:
ec=rcd+rcp

es=rsd+rsp,

where rcp and rsp is the shortest distance from wheel axis to the left and right drums.
Under the action of the torque  applied to the wheel, the normal reactions of the drums
are displaced by the value of hc and hs:
hc=hcn+hc0 hs=hsn+hs0,

(22)

where hcn and h n are the shifts of normal reactions due to the implementation of the
tangential forces FW 0 c and FW 0 s in the contact (see formula (13)); hc0 and hs0 – normal reaction
shifts due to hysteresis in the tire material, which, according to formulas (20) and (21), can
be calculated as:
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where c and s are half-length of wheel-drum contact area under the action of normal
forces Fnc and Fns; () – half-length of the contact area on the plane when the forces Fcz
=Fnc and Fsz= Fns are acting.
The anglesJi, which determine the shift of the application point of the normal reactions of
the drums, will be found from geometric considerations:

J c arcsin

hnc  h0c
,
ec

J cc arcsin

hnc  h0cc
ecc

(23)

The center of the wheel is asymmetrical with respect to the axes of the drums when the
torque  is applied, here with (Fig.2)
(ec) 2  c 2  (ecc) 2
2ececc
ec sin D c
arcsin(
)
ecc

D c arccos
D cc

(24)

3 Results and conclusions
Considering the mechanics of interaction between elastic wheel and drum, we have derived
equations for determining the point of application of normal reaction in the contact and its
arm relative to the wheel axis during its rolling along one and two drums. The derived
dependencies show that the arm of the normal reaction between the wheel and the drum, as


well as the rolling resistance of the wheel on the drum, increases by  (1 + )  times
 

compared to rolling the wheel on a flat rigid supporting surface.
These dependencies have a simple form and can be applied when considering the rolling
of both a single wheel and the car as a whole on a drum stand.
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